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KONDOR+UPGRADE TOOL SUITE

! Reduce your upgrade Cost 

! Reduce your upgrade Risk

! Focus your energy on maximizing value out of the new version

Kustom Impact Analyser provides an exhaustive impact analysis on your 

custom code. It tells you where you have impacts and how to modify your 

code to be compliant with the new version of Kondor+ or K+TP.

Report Comparer compares financial reports from Kondor+ whether they 

are core (Financial, Gap Analysis, etc.) or custom reports. Identifying 

regression issues become easy.

One Step is an automated upgrade script making an upgrade a one click 

action. It reduces operational risk during Kondor+ core upgrade execution.

KUSTOM IMPACT ANALYSER

Lowers significantly Kondor upgrade project risk

The Kustom Impact Analyser analyses your customized developments. It 

generates an exhaustive impact analysis for all your custom SQL code but also for 

your interfaces. The tailor made resulting HTML report shows you where the 

Kondor+ or K+TP upgrade has impacts in your code but also tells you how to modify 

your code to be compliant with the new Kondor+ or K+TP version.

Most Kondor+ upgrade projects overshoot on customization migration by 100%

! Items missed discovered at integration testing stage cost 5 times as much to fix

! Items missed discovered at Acceptance testing or later can delay the project, 

cost real money or create reputation risk

Divides by at least 5 the project effort around your 

custom code and interface migration.

Sample CBA Based on real migration experience.

The instrallation used the full range of Kondor+ asset classes (million of trades).

Their customized development size was 3,000 SQL files (more than 2 millions of code lines).

Estimate number of changes and effort 40 2

Analyse differences between two K+ versions 40 0

Identify impacted modules 20 0

Identify changes to be made 80 10

Execute changes 40 10

Manually With KIA
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ITC Infotech is a fully owned subsidiary of ITC Ltd, a 

diversified business conglomerate. ITC is one of India's 

foremost private sector companies with a market 

capitalisation of USD 45 billion and a turnover of USD 7 

billion. ITC runs market-leading businesses in multiple 

segments and celebrated  100 years of leadership in 

2010.

Formed in 2000, ITC Infotech has carved a niche for itself 

in the arena of global IT services and solutions. The 

company focuses on developing industry specific 

solutions aimed at cl ient 's unique business 

requirements and challenges in critical performance 

areas. ITC Infotech has also established technology 

Centers of Excellence (CoEs) to deepen capabilities and 

incubate cutting-edge technical competencies. A robust 

outsourcing model,  comprehensive suite of 

differentiated solutions, and focus on excellence in 

execution, have provided ITC Infotech a leadership 

position in its chosen domains. The company is working 

with a bevy of Fortune listed global customers and its 

service delivery footprint spans five continents, spread 

across 140 countries.

contact.us@itcinfotech  | www.itcinfotech.com 
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